Mount Sinai Psychotherapy Institute Supervisory Faculty
(*clinical staff in the Mount Sinai Hospital Department of Psychiatry)

*Lisa Andermann MD FRCPC
Cultural Psychiatry, Psychological Trauma

*Leo Chagoya MD FRCPC
Couple & Family Therapy
Michael Cord MD
GP Psychotherapy, PTSD, Personality Disorders

*Peter DeRoche MD FRCPC
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy for Individuals Living with HIV

*Christine Dunbar MD FRCPC
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy, Trauma, Core Confictual Relationship Therapy (CCRT; Luborsky)

*Edred Flak MD FRCPC
Dissociative Identity Disorder; Trauma

*Bill Gayner MSW
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction & Cognitive Therapy (MBSR; MBCT)

*Adrian Grek MD FRCPC
Geriatric Psychiatry

*Jon Hunter MD FRCPC
Psycho-Oncology
Head, Psychosomatic Program & Psychosocial Services, Marvelle Koffler Breast Centre

*Rex Kay MD FRCPC
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy; Self-Psychology

Kate Kitchen MSW
Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT)

*Molyn Leszcz MD FRCPC
Group Psychotherapy
Psychiatrist-in-Chief

*Ted Lo MD FRCPC
Cultural Psychotherapy

*Robert Maunder MD FRCPC
Psychotherapy of the Medically Ill
Psychiatric Consultant, Inflammatory Bowel Disease Program

*Clare Pain MD FRCPC
Trauma Disorders
Clinical Director, Psychological Trauma Clinic

*Allan Peterkin MD FCFP FRCPC
Head, Program in Narrative and Healthcare Humanities
Co-Founding Editor, ARS Medica

*Paula Ravitz MD FRCPC
Interpersonal Psychotherapy (IPT)
Associate Head, U. of Toronto, Dept. of Psychiatry
Director, Mount Sinai Psychotherapy Institute

*Sian Rawkins MD FRCPC
Cognitive Behavioural Analysis System of Psychotherapy (CBASP)
Head, Ambulatory Program

*Ron Ruskin MD FRCPC
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy, Narrative Therapy

*Joel Sadavoy MD FRCPC
Geriatric Psychotherapy, Personality Disorders
Head, Geriatric Psychiatry
Sam and Judy Pencer Chair in Applied General Psychiatry

*Daniel Silver MD FRCPC
Borderline Personality Disorder

*Rodney Slonim MD FRCPC
Crisis Intervention

*Alex Tarnopolsky MD FRCPC
Dynamic Psychotherapy, PTSD

*Graeme Taylor MD FRCPC
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy, Psychosomatic Medicine
Psychoanalyst & Psychotherapy Supervisor

*Madhu Vallabhaneni MD FRCPC
Dynamic Psychotherapy, Inpatient Psychiatry

*Lesley Wiesenfeld MD FRCPC
Geriatric Psychiatry & Integrative Psychotherapy

*Beverly Young MD FRCPC
Perinatology, Post-Partum Depression